Unite, Empower, Lead

“Students members deserve to feel empowered and as you Chairperson, I will make it my responsibility to ensure that is the case. I promise to be relentless in my actions and to be prepared to make the next two years of the NEA Student Program the most memorable yet.

As Chair of the Advisory Committee of Student Members, I hope to work with you all to:

* Encourage more leadership opportunities for student members
* Ensure more frequent collaboration between state programs
* Develop a deeper understanding of how we can grow the student program
* Discover and tackle all other concerns our members voice as top priorities"

"Megan epitomizes every aspect of the NJSEA mantra- Leadership Matters!"
-Marguerite Schroeder,
NJSEA Staff Contact

"It is truly outstanding how much of an impact Megan has made in a short period of time, not only on her campus but also on the state and national levels. To highlight her service this year, she has helped drive membership both in and in educational leadership. She’s provided numerous opportunities for pre-service members to collaborate and voice themselves in a political light. Her communication with the NJ student members allows them to be informed of issues facing them. She is a force and I’m glad to have her on my team, let her be on yours!" - Jessica Quijano,
NEA-SP, Resolutions Committee

"Megan would be amazing Student Chairperson because she has the passion that we need for NEA-SP. Her ideas will make our voices heard in NEA and will grow membership in NEA-SP as a whole." - Makinzie Alamo, NEA-SP Fellow
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